LOOKING BACK AT THE BRUTUS ART PRIZE AND SUMMER EXHIBITION

AVL Mundo is looking back at a beautiful summer evening where Priscila Fernandes (Portugal 1993) received the first Brutus Art Prize. On Friday the 19th of July, Priscila Fernandes received her Brutus Art Prize after Matteo Biscioni, the chairman of the jury, gave her a wonderful speech. The competition itself, which is to create an original and innovative, just in order to increase the visibility of the Brutus Art Prize.

Priscila Fernandes received the Brutus Art Prize on a morning of April 4th and 5th of 1999, which is to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the foundation of the Brutus Art Prize. Matteo Biscioni explained that this award is a way to say “thank you” for the important values and to support these artists who have contributed to our culture.

The Brutus Art Prize is supported by

AVAL MUNDO

KAREN MUNDO, 'ART DIRECTOR

ARMA AZNAR

AVL Mundo is very grateful for the foundation. She has been working in the field of fine art for over 10 years now. In the last three positions she has held, Karen has made a significant impact on the education and entrepreneurship. A balance she succeeds and succeed in the past years of her career. She is respected and her shining star is a bright one to the future.
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